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There are laws! In fact there are certain immutable laws.

These laws cannot... and will not change. They have not

only stood the test of time, they have been in existence

since the dawning of time. As surely as there is day and

night and as surely as there is good and bad, there is seed

time and harvest. Always has been... always will be. It is the

nature of things. In fact, it is essential to the cycle of life.

Without seed time and harvest there would be no

procreation. There would be no crops. There would be no

food. Seed time and harvest are the most basic

fundamentals of perpetuating life on planet Earth as we now

know it!

Most people aren’t aware of this law or it’s far reaching implications. So,

let’s examine this concept and discover how it affects our lives, our

families, and our business.

Seed time and Harvest... How
does this affect my life?

In basic terms, you reap what you
sow!

When you plant bananas you reap bananas. When you plant apples you

reap apples. Most of us accept this as a self evident truism. Why does it

seem far fetched then, to realize that when you sow discord you’ll reap

discord in your life? People who sow strife, reap strife. People who sow

joy, reap joy! What you plant into other people's lives will someday,

somehow be reaped in your own life. You are what you are today
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because of seeds you’ve sown in the past. You have what you have

today, because of seeds you’ve sown in the past. Today is the harvest of

yesterday's seeds! Life is a garden... can you dig it? You reap what you

sow!

How does Seed time and Harvest affect my family?

More than you’ll ever know! What are you planting into your children? Are

you planting time? What about faith? How about integrity? What do they

hear at the movie when you are asked about their age? Do you somehow

justify a “little white lie”? In my experience, the “little white lies” usually

turn into “double feature Technicolor”! 

If you want champions for
children then you need to be
planting the seeds of greatness.
Plant love! Reap love!

Plant big dreams and you’ll reap a President or a missionary, or a giant of

industry! What are you planting into your wife... or your husband?

Kindness... forgiveness... gentleness? Their hearts are fields that you

plant into daily. What are you reaping? The law of the harvest says that

what you sow, you will reap? 

We should stop and think every time we open our mouth to speak to our

spouse. Will this edify or build them up, or will it tear them down? You

see, there are no useless words. They either bless or curse. They either

build or destroy! We have two ears... and one tongue. Maybe we should

listen twice and speak once. What is your harvest in your family? Maybe

it’s time to examine your crops... then examine your seeds.

How does Seed time and Harvest affect your business?

How we conduct ourselves in business is a direct reflection of how we

conduct our lives. The same laws apply. When you bring someone into

your business, do you just wind them up, send them out and hope they

make it? No wonder so many leave your company or team. You have to

be willing to take some personal responsibility for the success of your

people. It’s been said that there are no bad students... just bad teachers.
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A great teacher takes it very personally when one of his student fails. He

constantly reflects on what he would do differently next time to make sure

that this would not happen again! This approach would revolutionize most

people's lives

Make yourself a seed!

You can only duplicate yourself
by becoming a seed.

This can work for or against you. When you plant a single seed a miracle

happens. A plant grows and at harvest time the plant produces hundreds

of like seeds.

An apple seed produces an apple. That apple has numerous seeds. Plant

them and you’ll have numerous apples... again with numerous seeds. A

single seed can someday produce an entire field of apple trees.

That same law of seed time and harvest applies in your business. If you

plant bad seeds into your team like complaining, bad principles, or

laziness, you’ll have an entire team of lazy complainers with bad

principles. They will duplicate accordingly. No one will make any money.

They’ll all quit! You’ll either get discouraged and quit or have to start all

over again! 

Plant your talents and gifts into
the lives of other people. Make
sure they succeed.

If they succeed, you will! Because you reap what you sow. It should be

firmly established in your heart by now that if you’ll adjust your thinking

from “what’s in it for me” to “what can I do to help”, you will succeed

beyond your wildest dreams. Seed time and Harvest!

I once read a story about a young boy who had heard some juicy gossip

about one of the leaders in his small town. And it was just that. “Juicy

Gossip!” And, of course, he told a few people, who told a few people, and

so on and so on. The object of the gossip had his reputation ruined.
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The young boy’s father confronted him. He told him to go to everybody

that he had spoken to and recant the story. And, he had to go to

everybody they spoke to, etc., etc. The young boy told his father that

there was no way that he could get to everybody. The father was

emphatic. You can’t miss a one. The young boy could not grasp the

enormity of the situation.

He told people, who told people, who told people, and there were

probably hundreds of people involved now. Surely, he would miss some

of them. The father took his son along with an old feather pillow to the top

of a local mountain. He had the boy split the pillow with his knife and

throw the feathers into the wind. They blew every which way. Some of

them caught breezes and blew for miles and miles. The father then told

his son to go pick up all the feathers. Finally, the lad understood. It was

impossible! He understood that no matter how many people he recanted

his story to, there would be those he would miss... And they would tell

people... who would tell people... who would tell people!

We live in a day when lives, families and businesses are destroyed by

gossip, innuendo and partial truths. These tales seem to take on a life of

their own and grow in their destructive ways. To participate in tale bearing

is a dangerous lifestyle, because the damage done... cannot be undone.

This law is immutable. If you prejudge others, you will be prejudged.  If

you become a tale bearer then tales will be told of you. Conversely, if you

are quick to forgive, you will be forgiven. If you show mercy, you will

receive mercy. Choose to grow better, not bitter.

Great people sow great things...
and they reap a lifetime of
greatness! 

Life IS a garden... can you dig it?

—————————————————————
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Gary Eby, a member of the Jim Rohn Speaker Bureau, is gifted to teach

deep truths in a clear and easily understandable style. His messages are

power-packed and often filled with laughter and practical illustrations. He

has shared the stage with great speakers such as Jim Rohn and Les

Brown. Not only is Gary a sought after speaker, but he is also an author

whose personal development book Lefthanded Soldiers has received

worldwide attention. You may receive a free copy at

www.garyeby.com/freebook.htm
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